Mice & Elephants Plot, Thursday, Afternoon, over 4 hours = 14400 sec

Random sample of 5000
out of 6870022 original responses
Random sample of 5000
from 1720062 crossing this range
out of 6870022 original responses
(82 of which cover this range)
Zoomed Mice & Elephants Plot, Thursday, Afternoon, over 900 sec

- Random sample of 5000
  from 414982 crossing this range

out of 6870022 original responses

(94 of which cover this range)
Random sample of 5000
from 104839 crossing this range
out of 6870022 original responses
(116 of which cover this range)
Zoomed Mice & Elephants Plot, Thursday, Afternoon, over 56.25 sec

Random sample of 5000 from 26571 crossing this range out of 6870022 original responses (144 of which cover this range)
Random sample of 5000

from 6910 crossing this range

out of 6870022 original responses

(163 of which cover this range)